Navigation with three-dimensional rotational radiographic data for transpedicular percutaneous needle introduction: feasibility and comparison with fluoroscopic guidance.
To investigate the feasibility of navigation with three-dimensional (3D) rotational radiographic data for transpedicular percutaneous needle introduction and to compare navigation with 3D rotational radiographic data with conventional fluoroscopic guidance. A navigation system was coupled to a 3D rotational radiographic imaging system. In a cadaver study, 60 biopsy needles were introduced into vertebral bodies with fluoroscopic guidance or navigation with 3D rotational radiographic data by two interventionalists with different levels of experience in percutaneous procedures. Radiation exposure, fluoroscopy and introduction times, and needle position were evaluated and compared. For 3D rotational radiographic navigation, the needle position was equivalent for both interventionalists (7 mm). For fluoroscopic guidance, the interventionalist with less experience in percutaneous procedures had significantly more pedicle cortex violations than the other interventionalist (eight vs one). Radiation exposure measured at the operators' hand was lower for 3D rotational radiography-guided needle introductions. Radiation exposure measured at the body wall of the cadaver was equivalent between modalities (9 mGy). Navigation with 3D rotational radiographic image data is feasible for transpedicular percutaneous needle introduction and has two advantages compared with fluoroscopic guidance: it poses less strict requirements on the expertise of the interventionalist, and it reduces radiation exposure to the interventionalist.